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TRACE ELEMENTS
A journey of exploration into our assumptions of the physical world



A SERIES OF STRAIGHT PHOTOGRAPHS, 

TAKEN IN DAYLIGHT AND ADJUSTED 

PURELY FOR EXPOSURE.

CARBON ARCHIVAL PRINTS 

ON HAHNEMÜHLE RAG, 

MOUNTED ON ALUMINIUM

The ‘Trace Elements’ series investigates the space 
between physicality and emotion, between 
conscious thought and subconscious visual empathy. 
The images question our sense of being, the space 
we inhabit, whether what we see is real or imagined, 
constructed in the brain, or corrupted by it? 

I am interested in exploring the zone of abstraction 
between light and shade, scale and dimension, 
intuitive emotion rather than rational acceptance. I 
am distilling representational photography to awaken 
the abstract. 

At once brightness and shade and yet nothing; an 
ethereality which the mind cannot quite grasp, 
cannot certify. I place the viewer in front of the work 
but disarmingly unable to determine exactly in which 
plane, in so doing examining the fault lines of vision 
between what we perceive and what we think we 
perceive. The overall effect being one of Wabi-sabi.
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Trace Elements #2
1200 x 800 mm
limited edition of 6

cover
Trace Elements #1
1200 x 800 mm
limited edition of 6

As Andrew Juniper and Richard Powell assert: 
“If an object or expression can bring about, within us, 

a sense of the serene and spiritual, if it nurtures all 

that is authentic by acknowledging three simple realities: 

nothing lasts, nothing is finished, and nothing is perfect, 

then that object could be said to be Wabi-sabi.”

Influenced by Geraldo de Barros’ abstractions and 
Franco Vimercati’s search for an intuitive emotional 
reaction in imagery, my own voyage of visual discovery 
takes on a positive, more Taoist viewpoint. 



Trace Elements #3
1200 x 800 mm

limited edition of 6

What was The Thing I was looking at? Was it A Thing? 
How, could it be A Thing when I could see No Thing? 
No edge. No limit. No discernible object or figure. 
No horizon to ground me. In a step before nouns, 
the work slips into descriptions of things. Like quiet. 
Like fragile. Like lost and adrift.

How have these non-thing images come about then 
I ask. Knowing the source is unimportant, Simon says. 
Amnesia, Simon says. Memory triggers. Loss ensues. 
Remembering dances with forgetting. Ghostly 
murmurings occur in passing physical movements. Like 
appearing. Like reaching. Like dissolving, withdrawing 
and fading, finally giving way to whispering lights and 
shadows, folds and crevices.

Or maybe they’re crevasses? Maybe I’m looking 
across a mountaintop and the sun is searing its 
White. Hot. Light across the snow. Perhaps White is 
A Thing then? I can see it. It’s definitely there. But I 
can’t precisely locate it, the depth of it, and despite its 
presence, the unfairness of it in I spy with my little eye 

WHEN SOME THING IS NOT A NOUN



Trace Elements #4
1200 x 800 mm
limited edition of 6

something beginning with double-u. Is it even white? 
No, it’s uneven white. It dips and spreads, peaks and 
contracts. And it isn’t even white at all, Simon says. 
It’s colour. How am I to understand something is 
colour when that something looks like white? How is 
anyone to understand that?

Then in contrast, there is clear colour. Or not clear, 
rather, somewhere between semi-translucent and 
opaque. Pigmented. Distinguishable colour, along 
with clues to recognisable marks such as lines which 
split the compositions. The edge of one existence 
knocks against another. One side. The other side. 
Half. Three quarters. A third. Images weighted with 
potential measurements, compositional decision 
making. Evidence the photographer was involved.

The lines offer pinpoint clarity which the colours 
diffuse and the overall effect alienates the familiar. 
So where is the critical part? Where is the key to 
understanding what makes the image work? Is it the 
deep maroon on the right hand side? The tension 



Trace Elements #5
1200 x 800 mm
limited edition of 6

between glorious red and the light pushing it away? 
The line which carves through the image? A merging 
of all of these components?

None of these components? Perhaps the image has 
no key. Another mystery, Simon says. And of the 
creation of these photographs? Another series of 
orchestrated accidents, Simon says.

What’s particularly accessible in these images is 
there’s little pressure to decipher what you’re looking 
at. Although they are, of course, underpinning the 
structure of the work, there’s not the intimidating 
technical details of aperture, ISO, shutter speed 
and practitioner history pushed to the forefront. 
So here I can enjoy the spray of fluorescent orange 
as it smudges itself into a blueish grey, faltering at a 
razored intersection, then continuing to spread. I can 
delight in the spritely green; a reflection, a spillage 
or the effect of an object which projects colour and 
remains out of view. 



Trace Elements #6
1200 x 800 mm
limited edition of 6

Sharper, more active descriptions also seem 
applicable. Like parallel. And recess. Aside and merge. 
Unlike the white-not-white works, these describe 
how one thing bleeds into the other else stops 
suddenly short. While the colours are apparent, they 
exert a cheeky avoidance tactic so that their identity, 
what they actually are, remains incognito. 

From the not-white to the colour images, I catch a 
glimpse of the moment after the piano key has been 
pressed. While we experience the note ringing in 
our ears, that same key discretely, almost secretively, 
performs its complementary opposite and releases. 
Somewhere in this unassertive, reactive moment, 
Simon’s images levitate like tender, residual traces of 
sound and it is our task to create the next key. Our 
task to unlock where our curiosity leads us.

Jillian Knipe, 2019



BACKGROUND

EDGES
Further exploring abstract results from real objects.
A series of carbon archival prints on Hahnemühle paper

Edges #1
700 x 500 mm
framed limited 
edition of ten 

Edges #2
700 x 500 mm
framed limited 
edition of ten 

Edges #3
700 x 500 mm
framed limited 
edition of ten 

Edges #4
700 x 500 mm
framed limited 
edition of ten

In my youth I was very literal, which suited the photography of 
the day. I worked as an editorial photographer from 1979-2002 
capturing food and interiors, still-life and lifestyle, for magazine 
and book publishers. ‘On-Time’, ‘Correctly-Exposed’ and ‘In-Focus’ 
being the main benchmarks of the 1980s and 1990s. In subsequent 
years even long-lens commercial requirements blurred. 

However, it was the democratization of photography brought 
about by mobile phones that created a space for non-standard and 
abstract image making…..a crafted creativity through photographic 
processes that cannot be automated has opened up new ways 
of seeing, new ways of capturing reality. 



We arguably inhabit an increasingly saturated visual world. But it 
is a world of representational imagery in the main…of Facebook 
and Instagram. It is a world of instant gratification, a monster which 
sucks up photography by the second and renders it ‘old news’ by 
the minute. It is, whilst being representational, a necessity in global 
mass communication where disparate languages would cause a 
barrier to understanding.

I am now intrigued by the interface of supremely individual 
photographic images which are contemplative and mysterious and 
which evoke that response in myself. Counter-intuitively I now 
find that these private explorations engender a new and greater 

connection between image and viewer than my representational 
works have. 

Conversely we must ask: is the future of truly communicative 
photography in an ever-more ‘virtual world’ more real when 
abstract? Is it more meaningful, more contemplative, more 
communicative to people? 

Is what we feel increasingly more important than what we see?
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